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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

British automaker McLaren and lifestyle brand Tumi are once again expanding their luxury travel collection.

With a shared vision based off innovation, the capsule collection channels lightweight material built for
performance. Pieces from the current collection have been reimagined in a new charcoal colorway made from
CX6, a carbon fiber material.

Built to impress
CX6 is a mark-resistant material which helps consumers maintain the quality and sleek aesthetics of the luggage.

The material usage is a nod to McLaren heritage, as the automaker has not crafted one of its  vehicles without carbon
fiber in more than 40 years.
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Tumi and McLaren have added a charcoal colorway to their offerings . Image courtesy of Tumi/McLaren

The latest offerings include the Aero International Expandable four-wheel carry-on in carbon and molded carbon
fiber with side panels in Tegris material. Also available are the Velocity backpack, Torque sling and Quantum
duffel, which are complete with leather trim detailing.

The new pieces added to the Tumi x McLaren collection are now available for purchase at Tumi.com and Tumi's
global retail stores.

Last October, McLaren Tumi added new pieces to their travel collection that launched earlier this year.

The pair added nine additional pieces, extending the collection to include small leather goods, outerwear and
more. Reflecting the partnership's dedication to excellence and innovation, the additions aimed to meet the needs
of those who prefer lighter, more compact designs (see story).
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